
 

 

 
 
Description: 
Interpreting pictograms to find an
collected data. 
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Learning Objectives: 
Pupils should be taught to solve 
information in simple ways. 

Suggested activities: 
 
Oral work and mental calculat
Counting in twos, twenties, two h
starting from different numbers e
 
Teaching activity:  
Use the printout of the random F
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questions.  Pupils can complete 
 
With the class demonstrate how 
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Plenary: 
Children to bring their own pictog
findings.  Ask other children to a
 

Resources: 
Printable Pictogram activity shee

Learning outcomes: 
Pupils should be able to: 
• Make simple pictograms whe
• Analyse and interpret pictogr
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Extension activities:  
Provide other data and ask the 
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